I spy with my little eye
1. Complete the idioms with the missing body part(s). Next, divide the expressions into three
categories below depending on how easy it would be for you to define them to others. When you
are finished, speak to your classmates and ask them to explain to you the definitions that you
are unsure of.


In the blink of an _____



To have an _____ for something



In the public _____



To keep an _____ on something



To _____ someone up



To pull the wool over one’s _____



To be the apple of somebody’s_____



To see _____ to _____



To catch someone’s _____



To turn a blind _____ to



To cry one’s _____ out



Without batting an _____

I could do it with my eyes shut

There is more to it than meets the
eye

Please open my eyes to it

2. Answer the questions below in random order and in as little detail as possible. When you have
finished, swap your answers with one of your classmates and try to guess which of their answers
correspond to the questions below.
1.

Did you often try to pull the wool over your parents’ eyes when you were a kid?

2.

Is there anyone in your family you don’t see eye to eye with?

3.

What crimes would you commit without batting an eye, if you knew you would never get
caught?

4.

What stories would you not like revealed if you suddenly found yourself in the public
eye?

5.

What types of behavior are you never able to turn a blind eye to?

6.

What would you do if, in the blink of an eye, you lost everything you owned?

7.

When was the last time somebody really caught your eye?

8.

When was the last time you cried your eyes out?

9.

Which professions require a great eye for detail?

10. Who keeps an eye on your house when you go away on holiday?
11. Who’s the apple of your dad’s eye?
12. Would you feel confident eyeing somebody up in a bar?
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